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introduction
welcome back guys! happy to see your faces again!
after milano, lyon, berlin, paris... now, barcelona*!
(a skate-trip organised by milä in collaboration with the versus army)

are you ready to have the time of your life? once more?!
so here’s the book. it’s a personal one (no team shit this time).
love it, hate it, i don’t give a fuck, but just don’t loose it! (claude..?)
nothing really new, it’s all about challenges, missions games, fun,
shit, crap and other random things, to get some points... easy isn’t it?
the winner will get the cover of the next issue!.. GOOD LUCK!
important:
- if it’s your first time on a “versus skate-trip”, you have to buy a
beer to all the other dudes on the trip the first night!
- advice: you should read the entire book before starting anything!
- you’ll have to give your book back at the end of the trip!
write down your fucking name right here idiot:
Versus skatezine et plus #85 “the Book”
- winterthur TOUR barcelona - december 2012
www.versus-skatezine.ca
jeremyversusdurand@hotmail.fr

get tricks or die trying

skate and destroy

get a trick down macba big 3 (20pts/trick)
(any) flip-in or flip-off trick (10pts)
(any) lazer-flip (15pts)
(any) hard-flip (10PTS)
(any) inward-heelflip (10pts)
(any) 360 shove-it (10pts)
(any) 360 no-comply (10pts)
(any) 360 powerslide (10pts)
(any) 360 ollie (10pts)
540-flip (10pts)
double-flip (10pts)
triple-flip (15pts)
benihana (15pts)

skate a (real) handrail (30pts)
skate a (real) ledge (30pts)
skate a mini-ramp (30pts)
skate a vert-ramp (30pts)
skate a bowl (30pts)
skate a pool (30pts)
skate a ditch (30pts)
skate a full-pipe (30pts)
skate a double-set (30pts)
skate a (at least) 10 stairs set (30pts)
skate a street-gap (30pts)
skate a london-gap (30pts)
skate a manual-pad (30pts)

airwalk (10pts)
wallie (10pts)
wallride (1opts)
hippie-jump (10pts)

skate a bank (30pts)
skate a pole (and jam it!) (30pts)
skate a boat (30pts)
skate a truck (30pts)

olympics program
push-ups in a row (1pt/each)
pull-ups in a row (1pt/each)
hand-stand on your skateboard (1pt/second)
“pirouette” on your skateboard in a row (2pt/rotation)
ollie up some stairs (2pts/stair)
kick-flip in a row (1pt/each)
heel-flip in a row (1pt/each)
360-flip in a row (2pts/each)
every* ollie in a row (5pts)
every* shove-it in a row (20pts)
every* kick-flip in a row (25pts)
every* heel-flip in a row (25pts)
every* 360-flip in a row (30pts)
10 different flip-tricks in a row (30pts)
*every: means normal+switch+fakie+nollie

Game of hate
game of skate against each dude on the trip (5pts/victory)

(WRITE DOWN THE RESULTS HERE, AND, fuck the berrics rules... it’ skateboarding, all tricks are allowed!)

special* awards
party animal (20pts)
FULL passion (20pts)
BEST TRICK (20pts)
hall of meat (20pts)
*the entire crew will vote at the end of the trip to choose a winner of each category

versus army
get a real versus tatoo (100pts)
make yourself a fake versus tatoo (10pts)
create a DIY versus t-shirt (10pts)
versus stencil on your griptape (10pts)
ride a versus board during the entire trip (10pts)
wear a versus t-shirt during the entire trip (20pts)
versus sticker on a police car (20pts)
take a picture of a versus store, bar, article, etc... (10pts/each)
draw a versus logo down here (10pts)

FRIENDS’ CHALLENGES
“MINDER’S CHALLENGE”: BUY A CRAZY/STUPID/FUNNY HAT (10PTS)
“SIMU’S CHALLENGE”: SPRAY PAINT YOUR OWN BODY (10PTS)
“MISCHLER’S CHALLENGE”: JUNK FOOD + ENERGY DRINK ONLY FOR 24H (10PTS)
“TOM’S CHALLENGE”: BUY A PAIR OF (REAL SKATE) SHOES (10PTS)
“GRUFA’S CHALLENGE”: START A FIRE, FOREWORKS, ETC... (10PTS)
“COLIN’S CHALLENGE”: TAKE A NAP AT A SKATE-SPOT (10PTS)
“FRED’S CHALLENGE”: CREATE A PIECE OF ART AND OFFER IT (10PTS)
“JAN’S CHALLENGE”: BE STRAIGHT EDGE DURING 24H (10PTS)
“NICO’S CHALLENGE”: do not speak at all for 24h (10pts)
“claudio’s challenge”: do a flip trick blind (10pts)
“geiger’s challenge”: skate only transitions (10pts)
“dms crew’s challenge”: send a post card to one of the kids (10pts)
“boulal+ baptiste’s challenge”: play an instrument (10pts)
“bob’s challenge”: get a french kiss (10pts)
“lio’s challenge”: build a spot and skate it (10pts)
“gerwack’s challenge”: smoke some hippie-shit (10pts)
“bibal’s challenge”: push a friend to land a “gnarly” trick (10pts)

HIGHWAY TO HELL
shot gun (10pts)
tequila suicide (10pts)
skate-naked (10pts)
(any) flip trick bare-footed (10pts)
get a spanish (or catalan) flag (10pts)
get a picture with a police woman (10pts)
get kicked-out from a bar/club (10pts)
tear down and / or burn your t-shirt (10pts)

MINUS POINT
PUKE (-10PTS)
LAST ONE READY in the morning (-10PTS)
WEAR NIKE SHOES, SHIRT, ETC... (-10PTS)
BROKEN BOARD (-10PTS/BOARD)

write or die
write down here an article, a storie, etc...
whatever the fuck you want, about this trip! (100pts)

